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 Preface 

 Arc flash safety-An introduction 

Arc flashes in electrical equipment are now considered to be one of the major causes of 
electrical accidents, even surpassing the well known hazard of electric shock. Avoiding arc 
flash incidents and the resulting injuries is one of major challenges facing electrical workers 
today and requires adequate attention in the stages of system planning, design, installation, 
operation and maintenance. 

 
This course aims to put the subject of arc flash hazard and protection in proper perspective so 
that the hazards and their underlying reasons are properly understood. The introductory 
chapter covers the topic of electrical safety and describes various hazards to electrical 
workers. This is followed through in the next chapter by a detailed discussion of arc flash 
incidents, their most common causes and the effects of exposure to arc flash. Arc flash 
hazards mainly arise from the energy of the flash which then causes burns on the exposed 
skin depending on the amount of incident thermal energy and the duration of such exposure. 
These in turn depend upon the short circuit level at the point of arcing and the speed with 
which protective devices act to disconnect the fault from supply sources.  
 
The short circuit level depends on the system parameters and configuration and these are 
explained in the next two chapters; chapter 3 which deals with the fundamentals of power 
distribution systems and chapter 4 which covers the method of calculating short circuit 
currents with a few numerical examples. The basics of protection equipment and their role in 
limiting the hazards of arc flash exposure are discussed in chapter 5. 
 
This is followed by a more in-depth discussion in chapter 6 on the various studies conducted 
on arc flash incidents which paved the way for several standards dealing with arc flash safety. 
The actual calculations that need to be done to determine the arc flash incident energy in 
relation to the distance from the arc source and the flash protection approach boundary are 
covered in chapter 7. The next chapter discusses the methodologies recommended in IEEE 
1584 for data collection and modeling. 
 
Based on the calculations described in these chapters the hazard-risk matrix needs to be 
worked out. Chapter 9 discusses this topic and compares the recommendations of different 
standards dealing with arc flash safety as regards use of appropriate personal protective 
equipment (PPE) and warning notices required to be put on electrical switchboards to inform 
operating personnel of the hazards and protective equipment category required.  
 
It must be understood that arc flash events are not inevitable but can be prevented with proper 
design of equipment and protection systems, by monitoring the equipment in the course of 
their operation and by paying attention to preventive maintenance.  These aspects are touched 
upon in chapter 10.  

 
The final chapter of the course discusses fire resistant clothing materials used for the PPE for 
arc flash hazard protection, their testing as per ASTM F1506 standard and the selection and 
care of FR PPE clothing. 
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Determining Arc Flash  
Hazard Risk Category 

According to NFPA 70E-2004, 130.3, flash hazard analysis must be undertaken in                    
order to protect personnel from the possibility of being injured by an arc flash. The                    
analysis will determine the Flash Protection Boundary and the personal protective                    
equipment that people within the Flash Protection Boundary can use. Finally one must calculate 
the flash protection boundary and if work is to be performed on or near energized or exposed 
equipment within this boundary, a flash hazard analysis must be performed. This chapter will 
examine the three methods allowed for by NFPA 70E-2004 for conducting a flash hazard 
analysis and will discuss the effectiveness and merits of each method. 

 Learning objectives 
• Flash hazard analysis 
• Hazard risk category/PPE Matrix tables approach 
• Simplified table approach 
• Comparison of flash hazard analysis methods 

9.1  Flash hazard analysis 
To determine the hazard level NFPA 70E-2004, 130.3(A) uses a product of the bolted fault 
current and clearing time. If the hazard level is less than or equal to 5000amp secs, then the flash 
protection boundary is equal to four feet.  

 
NFPA 70E-2004, 130.3 (A) proved that for clearing times and bolted fault currents other than 
5000Amp secs or under engineering supervision, the Flash Protection Boundary must be 
permitted to be calculated in accordance with the following general formula. 

 
Dc = √2.65× MVAbf × t                          (1) 
Or 
Dc = √53× MVA × t                                 (2) 

 
where: 
Dc = distance of person from an arc source for a just curable burn in feet 
MVAbf = bolted fault (MVA) at point involved 
MVA = the MVA rating of transformer. For transformers with MVA ratings below 0.75 MVA, 
multiply the transformer MVA rating by 1.25 
t = the time of arc exposure in seconds 
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Once the flash protection boundary has been calculated and it is decided that work will be 
conducted within this boundary, a flash hazard analysis shall be performed using one of the three 
methods described in NPFA 70E-2004. 
 
The goal of the flash hazard analysis is to determine the proper level of PPE so as to limit the 
extent of injury received by a worker during an arc flash incident to the onset of a second-degree 
burn. 

9.1.1  Classification of hazard / risk category 
NFPA 70E defines five risk categories for arc flash hazards based upon the calculated incident 
energy at a working distance. See Table 9.1.  
 

Table 9.1 
Hazard/risk classification  

  
 Category Energy level Typical PPE Example 

0 N/A  Non-melting, flammable materials 
(e.g.untreated cotton,wool,rayon, etc) 

1 5cal/cm2 

 
FR shirts and FR pants 

2 8cal/cm2 

 
Cotton underwear plus FR shirts and pants 

3 25cal/cm2 Cotton underwear plus FR shirts and pants 
Plus FR coverall 

4 40cal/cm2 Cotton underwear plus FR shirts and pants 
Plus double layer switching coat and pants. 

 
 

9.2 Hazard risk category / PPE matrix table approach 
The first method is known as the Matrix Table Approach.  
 
Because of its simplicity, most employers have elected to use what is commonly referred to as 
the “task matrix” which is the Hazard/Risk Category Classification table within the standard. 
This table breaks down tasks normally associated with energized electrical work into different 
voltage categories, assigns a risk category number for each, and identifies if voltage-rated gloves 
and tools are appropriate. The corresponding risk category number (-1 through to 4) would then 
be compared to Table 130.7 (c) (10), which identifies the appropriate level of personal protection.  
 
The table is only applicable if the available fault current and over-current protection device 
clearing times are within defined levels as identified in the table notes. As such, it is always 
necessary to determine the available fault current and breaker/fuse clearing times for every 
energized electrical work situation. To determine the available fault current requires obtaining 
much of the same information necessary to calculate the incident energy for an arc flash analysis.  
 
As a result, many employers have chosen to perform an arc flash analysis for each hot-work 
situation understanding that it does not take an appreciable increase in time and provides the most 
accurate information for the hazard to which employees will be exposed. 
 
Table 9.2 lists a number of common work tasks and defines the associated Hazard/Risk Category.  

• This table method can be used as an alternative to the detailed flash hazard analysis; 
however, it should be used with caution and cannot be used if the work task to be 
performed is not shown in the table.  
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• In this case, a detailed flash hazard analysis is required. In addition, there are 
assumptions made for “normal” short circuit capacities and protective device fault 
clearing times. 

 
These assumptions, which appear as notes at the end of the table, are summarized below: 
 
If the work location has a greater than assumed short circuit capacity, then a flash hazard analysis 
is required. 
 
If the work location has longer than assumed fault clearing times, then a flash hazard analysis is 
required. 
 
Below is a portion of Table 9.2 from NFPA 70E-2004. This portion defines the “Hazard Risk 
Category Classifications for 600 V Class Switchgear” (with power circuit breakers or fused 
switches). 
 
Maximum of 35 kA short circuit current available, up to 0.5-second (30 cycle) fault clearing 
time. 
 
For < 25 kA short circuit current available, the Hazard/Risk Category required may be reduced 
by one Number. 
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Table 9.2 
Hazard risk category classifications for 600v class switchgear (with power circuit breakers or fused switches)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When a hazard risk category (Categories 1, 2, 2*, 3 or 4) is determined using Table 9.3 from 
NFPA 70E- 2004, then Table 9.2 is used to determine recommended combinations of Flame 
Resistant (FR) clothing and PPE. This table is shown below. The combinations in this table are 
only a guide and other combinations may be suitable. 

 

Task 
(Assumes Equipment Is 

Energized, 

Hazard 
Risk 

Category 

Voltage 
Rated 

Gloves 

Voltage 
Rated 
Tools 

CB or fused switch 
operation with enclosure 

doors closed 

0 N  N 

Reading a panel meter 
while operating 
a meter switch 

0 N N 

CB or fused switch 
operation with enclosure 

doors open 

1 N N 

Work on energized parts, 
including voltage testing 

2* Y Y 

Work on control circuits with 
energized parts 120 V or 

below exposed 

0 Y Y 

Work on control circuits with 
energized parts >120 V 

exposed 2* Y Y 

2* Y Y 

Insertion or removal 
(racking) of CB’s 

from cubicles, doors open 

3 N N 

Insertion or removal 
(racking) of CB’s 

from cubicles, doors closed 

2 N N 
 

Application of 
safetygrounds, after 

voltage test 

2* Y N 

Removal of bolted covers 
(to expose 

bare, energized parts) 

3 N N 

Opening hinged covers (to 
expose bare, 

energized parts) 

2 N N 
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Table 9.3 
Protective clothing and personal protective equipment matrix; (a) AN = as needed;  

AL = select one in group; AR = as required, x = minimum required 
 

Protective clothing and 
equipment 

Protective system for Hazard/Risk 
Category 

Hazard/Risk 
Category Number 

-1 0 1 2 3 4 

Untreated Natural Fiber       

T-shirt (short 
sleeve) 

X   X X X 

b. Shirt (long sleeve) 
 

 X     

c. Pants (long) 
 

X X X 
Note 4

X 
Note 

6 

X X 

FR Clothing (Note 1) 
 

      

a. Long-sleeve shirt 
 

  X X X 
Note 9 

X 

b. Pants 
 

  X 
Note 4

X 
Note

6 

X 
Note 9 

X 

c. Coveralls 
 

  Note 5 Note
7 

X 
Note 9 

Note
5 

d. Jacket, parka, or 
rainwear 

  AN AN AN AN 

FR Protective 
Equipment 

      

a. Flash suit jacket 
(multilayer) 

     X 

b. Flash suit pants 
(multilayer) 

     X 

c. Head Protection 
 

      

1. Hard Hat 
 

  X X X X 

2. FR hard hat liner 
 

    AR AR 
 

d. Eye Protection 
 

      

1. Safety Glasses 
 

X X X AL 
 

AL AL 

2. Safety Goggles 
 

   AL AL AL 

e. Face and head 
protection 
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1. Arc-rated face 

shield, or flash suit 
hood

   X 
Note

8

  

2. Flash suit hood 
 
 

    X X 

3. Hearing 
Protection  
(ear canal 

inserts) 
 

   X X X 

f. Hand protection 
 

      

1. Leather Gloves 
(Note 2) 

 

  AN X X X 

g. Foot protection 
 

      

 

• If voltage-rated gloves are required, the leather protectors worn external to the 
rubber gloves satisfies this requirement 

• Hazard Risk Category Number “−1” is only defined if determined by Notes 3 or 6 
of Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) 

• Regular weight (minimum 12-oz / yd2-fabric weight), untreated, denim cotton blue 
jeans are acceptable in lieu of FR pants. The FR pants used for Hazard/Risk 
Category 1 shall have a minimum arc rating of 4 

• An alternate is to use FR coveralls (minimum ATPV of 4) instead of FR shirt and 
FR pants 

• If the FR pants have a minimum arc rating of 8, long pants of non-melting or 
untreated natural fiber are not required beneath the FR pants 

• An alternate is to use FR coveralls (minimum ATPV of 4) over non-melting or 
untreated natural fiber pants and T-shirt 

• A faceshield with a minimum arc rating of 8, with wrap-around guarding to protect 
not only the face, but also the forehead, ears and neck (or, alternatively, a flash suit 
hood) is required 

• An alternate is to use two sets of FR coveralls (the inner with a minimum arc rating 
of 4 and the outer coverall with a minimum arc rating of 5) over non-melting or 
untreated natural fiber clothing, instead of FR coveralls over FR shirt and FR pants 
over non-melting or untreated natural fiber clothing. 

9.3  Hazard risk category for metal clad switchgear 1kV and above 
Table 9.4 shows a hazard risk category for metal clad switchgear 1 kV and above. 
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Table 9.4 

Hazard risk category for metal clad switchgear 1 kV and above 
 

 
Task (assumes equipment is 
energized, and work is done 
within the flash protection 

boundary)(Sample job tasks) 

Hazard / 
Risk 

Category 

V-rated 
Gloves 

V-rated Tools 

CB or fused switch operation 
with enclosure doors closed 

2 
   

N N 

Reading a panel meter while 
operating a meter switch 

0 
 

N N 

CB or fused switch operation 
with enclosure doors open 

4 
 

N N 

Work on energized parts, 
including voltage testing 

4 
 

Y Y 

Work on control circuits with 
energized parts 120V or below, 
exposed 

2 Y Y 

Work on control circuits with 
energized parts > 120V or 
below, exposed 

4 
 

Y Y 

Insertion or removal (racking) of 
CBs from cubicles, doors open 

4 
 

N N 

Insertion or removal (racking) of 
CBs from cubicles, doors closed 

2 
   

N N 

Application of safety grounds, 
after voltage test 

4 Y N 

Removal of bolted covers (to 
expose bare, energized parts) 

4 
 

N N 

Opening hinged covers (to 
expose bare, energized parts) 

3 
 

N N 

Opening voltage transformer or 
control power transformer 
compartments 

4 
 

N N 
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9.4 Simplified table approach 
The second acceptable method for conducting a flash hazard analysis is a simplified two-category 
approach which is found in NFPA 70E-2004, Annex H, Table H.1.  

Table 9.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Five hazard risk categories (Table 9.5) are specified in the standard based on specific job tasks. 
These range from hazard risk category 0 that allows untreated 100% cotton up to category 4 that 
requires an FR shirt & pants plus a double layer switching coat and pants. 
                                         
As a simplified alternative to the five specified hazard categories, the standard also lays out a two 
category FR clothing system (Annex H, Table H.1). For "everyday work clothing", this system 
requires either an FR long sleeve shirt (minimum ATPV 4.0) over an untreated cotton T-shirt wit 
FR pants (minimum ATPV 8.0) or FR coveralls (minimum ATPV 4.0) worn over untreated 
cotton T-shirt (or an untreated natural fiber long-sleeve shirt) with untreated natural fiber pants. 
This covers category 1 and 2 tasks and probably covers 95+% of the requirements. 

• This table is intended to assure adequate PPE for electrical workers within facilities 
with large and diverse electrical systems. 

• The clothing listed in Table H.1 fulfills the minimum FR clothing requirements of 
NFPA 70E-2004 Tables 130.7(C)(9)(a) and 130.7(C)(10). 

• The clothing systems listed in Table H.1 should be used with the other PPE 
appropriate for the Hazard Risk Category that is found in NFPA 70E-2004 and 
Table 130.7(C)(10). 

• This table method can be used as an alternative to the detailed flash hazard analysis; 
however, it should be used with caution and cannot be used if the work task to be 
performed is not shown in the table. 

• In this case, a detailed flash hazard analysis is required. In addition, there are 
assumptions made for “normal” short circuit capacities and protective device fault 
clearing times. These assumptions, which appear as notes at the end of NFPA 70E-
2004  Table 130.7(C)(9)(a), are summarized below: 

• If the work location has a greater than assumed short circuit capacity, then a flash 
hazard analysis is required. 

Hazard 
Risk 

Category 

Clothing Description (Number of 
clothing layers is given in 

parentheses) 

Required Minimum Arc 
Rating of PPE (cal/cm2)
 

0 Non-melting, flammable materials 
(i.e.untreated cotton, wool, rayon, or silk, 
or blends of these materials) with a fabric 

weight of at least 4.5 oz/yd2 (1) 
 

 
N/A 

1 FR shirt and FR pants or FR coverall (1) 
 

4 

2 Cotton underwear – conventional short 
sleeve and brief/shorts, plus FR shirt and 

FR pants (1 or 2) 
 

8 

3 Cotton underwear plus FR shirt and FR 
pants plus FR coverall, or cotton 

underwear plus two FR coveralls (2 or 3) 
 

25 

4 Cotton underwear plus FR shirt and FR 
pants plus multilayer flash suit (3 or 

more) 

40 
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If the work location has longer than assumed fault clearing times, then a flash hazard analysis is 
required. Table 9.6 shows simplified two category flame resistant clothing system. 

 
 

Table 9.6 
Simplified, Two-category, Flame-resistant Clothing System 

 
 

Everyday Work Clothing Applicable Tasks 
FR long sleeve shirt (minimum 
arc rating of 4) worn over an 

untreated cotton T-shirt with FR pants 
(minimum arc rating of 8) 

Or 
FR coveralls (minimum arc rating of 4) worn 

over an untreated cotton T-shirt (or an 
untreated natural fiber longsleeve shirt) with 

untreated 
natural fiber pants. 

 

All Hazard/Risk Category 1 or 2 tasks 
listed in Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) 

On systems operating at less than 
1000 V, these tasks include work on 

all equipment except: 
Insertion or removal of low voltage MCC 

buckets 
Insertion or removal of power circuit breakers 

with switchgear cubicles, or 
Removal of bolted covers from Switchgear on 

systems >1000 V; tasks also include the 
peration of switching devices with equipment 

enclosure doors closed. 
Electrical “Switching” Clothing Applicable Tasks 
Multilayer FR flash jacket and 

FR Bib overalls worn over 
either FR coveralls (minimum 

arc rating of 4) or FR longsleeve 
shirt and FR pants (minimum arc rating of 
4), worn over untreated natural fiber long 

sleeve shirt and 
pants, worn over an untreated 

cotton T-shirt Or Insulated FR coveralls 
(minimum arc rating of 25, independent of 
other layers) worn over untreated natural 

fiber long sleeve shirt with untreated denim 
cotton blue jeans and worn over an 

untreated cotton T-shirt. 

All Hazard/Risk Category 3 or 4 tasks 
listed in Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) 

On systems ≥1000 V, these tasks 
include work on exposed live parts of 

all equipment. 
On systems less than 1000 V, tasks 

include insertion or removal of lowvoltage 
motor starter MCC “buckets”, insertion or 

removal of plug in devices into or from 
busway, insertion or removal of power circuit 
breakers and removal of bolted covers from 

switchgear. 
 

  
 
 

 The steps required to select PPE with the table method are: 
1. Identify the type of equipment that will be accessed while not in an electrically 

safe condition. 
2. Confirm that fault current limits identified in 130.3(A) for flash protection 

boundary apply. If the available fault current is less than 50,000A and the clearing 
time is less than 6 cycles (300kA cycles) then the default Flash Protection 
Boundary of 4 feet can be used. 

3. Confirm that the notes of Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) regarding available fault current 
and clearing times apply to the application. 

4. Locate the equipment and task to be performed within Table 130.7(C)(9)(a), . 
5. Identify the Hazard/Risk Category and the need for Voltage Rated gloves and 

tools. 
6. Identify the required Flame-Resistant (FR) clothing and other personal protective 

equipment using Table 130(C)(10), Protective Clothing and Personal Protective 
Equipment Matrix. 
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An excerpt of Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) is shown below in Table 9.5 for selecting the proper PPE for 
testing voltage in a 480V motor control center that is protected by a circuit breaker with a 
clearing time of 2 cycles for the available fault current of 25,000A. Since the fault current is less 
than the 65,000A identified in Note 2 and the clearing time is within the approved range, the 
table is acceptable. For this situation the Hazard / Risk Category is 2* and both voltage rated 
gloves and tools are required. 
 
Referring to Table 130(C)(10) reveals that Hazard / Risk Category 2* requires the following: 

• A short sleeve T-shirt and long pants made from untreated natural fiber or other 
fiber that is no melting per ASTM F1506-00. 

• An outer layer of a FR long sleeve shirt and FR pants. Alternatively FR coveralls 
are allowed. 

• The “2*” requires the use of a double layered arc flash rated hood. 
• Other PPE identified includes a hard hat, safety glasses (or goggles), hearing 

protection, leather gloves and leatherwork shoes. 
 

9.5     Comparison of flash hazard analysis methods 
A comparison of the four methods for conducting a Flash Hazard Analysis will now be illustrated 
for the following work task: 
 
It has been determined that work will be performed inside the flash protection boundary.  
The work task is “Opening hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts)”on the load side of 
the SWGR 1 MAIN circuit breaker. The sample power system for this comparison is shown in 
the single line diagram in Figure 9.2 below: 

  

 
 

Figure 9.2 
Single line diagram 

9.5.1   NFPA 70E-2004 Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) method    
This method applies to the single line diagram shown in Figure 9.1. 
 
Table 9.1, shown in Section 9.1.1 of this chapter, is a portion of Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) from NFPA 
70E-2004. This portion defines the Hazard Risk Category Classifications for work that is 
performed on 600V class switchgear (with power circuit breakers or fused switches) and includes 
the work task “Opening hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts).” At the bottom of this 
Table are the Legend and Notes that need to be carefully considered. 
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For this portion of Table 130.7(C)(9)(a), Notes 5 and 6 are applicable. This Table cannot be used 
in the event that the available short circuit current or fault clearing time is greater than the values 
listed in Note 5. From Table 4.1, NFPA 70E-2004, Table 130.7(C)(9)(a), the work task “Opening 
hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts)” is shown as a Hazard/Risk category of 2. In 
order to verify this classification is valid, the short circuit current and fault clearing time must be 
compared with the values shown in Note 5. 
 
The three-phase short circuit current available at the SWGR 1 bus is required for this method. 
Fault calculations were performed (by study) and the three-phase bolted fault current at the 
SWGR 1 main bus was determined to be 20.31 kA. 
 
For work locations on the load side of the main breaker in the SWGR 1, the protective device 
fault clearing time of SWGR 1 MAIN at a fault level of 20.31 kA is 0.3 seconds (obtained from 
protective device coordination study). This fault clearing time is used for comparison in NFPA 
70E- 2004, Table 130.7(C)(9)(a), Note 5 and is determined by the time current characteristics of 
the protective device which clears the arcing fault that could occur in the work location during 
the work task. 
 
Referring to Note 5 of NFPA 70E-2004, Table 130.7(C)(9)(a), the maximum fault clearing time 
allowed for use of this table is 0.5 seconds. The actual fault clearing time in this case is 0.3 
seconds, which is less than 0.5 seconds. As per Note 6, since the actual fault magnitude is less 
than 25 kA, the hazard risk category can be reduced by one number (from 2 to 1). 

9.5.2  NFPA 70E-2004, Annex H, Table H.1 method 
This method applies to the single line diagram shown in Figure 9.1. For the work task “Opening 
hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts)” at the load side of the SWGR 1 main breaker, 
NFPA 70E-2004, Annex H “Simplified, Two- Category, Flame Resistant Clothing System” 
would require “Everyday Work Clothing” which has a minimum arc rating of 8 cal/cm². 
 
In addition to this protective clothing, other PPE required for the specific tasks listed in NFPA 
70E-2004, Table 130.7(C)(10) is required. This could include multilayer FR flash hoods, FR 
hardhat liners, safety glasses or safety goggles, hard hat, hearing protection, leather gloves, 
voltage rated gloves, and voltage-rated tools. 

9.5.3 NFPA 70E-2004 detailed flash hazard analysis 
This method applies to the single line diagram shown in Figure 9.2. 
For the task of “Opening hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts)” at the load side of the 
SWGR 1 main breaker, the calculation of incident energy should be based on the “Arc in a Cubic 
Box” formula which was explained in section 4.1.3, Detailed Flash Hazard Analysis, equation 
(4). 
 
A commercially available power analysis software package was used in this example to calculate 
the incident energy using the NFPA 70E-2004 “Arc in a Cubic Box” formula. Induction motor 
fault contribution has been included in the calculations. This particular software calculates arcing 
current from the bolted fault current and uses the arcing current flowing through the protective 
device to determine the time duration of the fault. 
 
NFPA 70E-2004 Annex D incident energy formulas for both “Arc in Open Air” and “Arc in a 
Cubic Box” are valid for a bolted fault short circuit range of 16 kA to 50 kA. 
In this example, the bolted fault level at the SWGR 1 bus is 20.31 kA, which is within the valid 
range of 16 to 50 kA. 
 
An arcing fault on the load side of the 1600A SWGR 1 main breaker, shown as location F1 on 
the single line in Figure 9.1, is cleared by the SWGR 1 main circuit breaker.  
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At a working distance of 24 inches, with a bolted fault of 20.31 kA, the incident energy was 
calculated to be 5.84 cal/cm². A second calculation was made at a working distance of 24 inches, 
and the lowest fault level at which the arc is self sustaining, 7.72 kA (0.38 x 20.31kA); the 
incident energy was calculated to be 206 cal/cm².  
 
Therefore, the worst-case incident energy (the higher of the two calculated values) would be 206 
cal/cm². These values were calculated using actual fault clearing times. However, it should be 
noted that if the clearing time was capped at 2 seconds, the incident energy calculated at the 
lowest fault level at which the arc is self sustaining would be reduced from 206 cal/cm² to 26.1 
cal/cm². 

9.5.4      IEEE 1584 TM-2002 detailed flash hazard analysis 
This method applies to the single line diagram shown in Figure 9.1. 
 
For the task of “Opening hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts)” at the load side of the 
SWGR 1 main breaker, IEEE 1584TM-2002 was used to determine the incident energy. Once 
again, a commercially available power analysis software package was used to perform the 
analysis and induction motor fault contribution was assumed to have decayed to zero after 3 
cycles. 
 
This method calculates the arcing fault current from the bolted fault current. In this example, the 
arcing fault is 10.63 kA. This method requires that the arcing fault current, which is flowing in 
the protective device, is determined. The fault clearing time of the protective device is 
determined at two points: 

• 100% of the arcing fault current flowing = 10.63 kA 
•  85% of the arcing fault current flowing = 9.04 kA  

 
Once again, a fault at location F1 on the single line in Figure 1 is cleared by the SWGR 1 main 
circuit breaker. For a working distance of 24 inches, the worst-case incident energy is 151 
cal/cm² (85% value used). This value was calculated using actual fault clearing times. However, 
once again it should be noted that if the clearing time were capped at 2 seconds, the worst-case 
incident energy would be reduced from 151 cal/cm² to 38.3 cal/cm². 

9.5.5 Results of the four methods 
The four hazard analysis methods produced different requirements for PPE for the task of 
“Opening hinged covers (to expose bare, energized parts)” on the load side of the SWGR 1 main 
circuit breaker. The results are shown below in Table 9.10. Note that the values reported in the 
comparison tables for the two calculation methods are based on a protective device clearing time 
that is capped at 2 seconds. 
 
The Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) or Hazard Risk Category/PPE Matrix Table Approach, provides an 
original Hazard Risk Category (HRC) equal to 2. 
 
However, since the available bolted fault current at SWGR 1 was less than 25 kA, Note 6 of 
Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) allowed the category to be reduced by 1, to an HRC of 1.  
 
Table 9.7 shows comparison of all methods. 
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Table 9.7 
Comparison of four hazard analysis methods 

 

 
Method 

Working  
Distance 
(inches) 

Calculated  
Incident 
Energy 

(cal/cm²) 

Hazard Risk 
Category 

HRC 
Minimum 

PPE 
Arc Rating 
(cal/cm²) 

NFPA70E-
2004 
Table 

130.7(C) 
(9)(a) 

Not included 
in method 

Not included 
in method 

1 4 

NFPA70E-
2004 

Table H.1 

Not included 
in method 

Not included 
in method 

2 8 

NFPA70E-
2004 
Table 

Calculation of 
incident 
energy 

24 26.1 4 40 

IEEE 1584 
TM2002 

24 38.3 4 40 

 
 

Note: Arc rating is defined in Article 100 and can be either ATPV or EBT. ATPV is defined in 
ASTM F 1959-99 as the incident energy on a fabric or material that results in sufficient heat 
transfer through the fabric or material to cause the onset of a second-degree burn based on the 
Stoll curve. 

 
EBT is defined in ASTM F 1959-99 as the average of the five highest incident energy exposure 
values below the Stoll curve, where the specimens do not exhibit break open. EBT is reported 
when ATPV cannot be measured due to FR fabric break open. 

 
The Table H.1 method provides a simple approach, with the minimum PPE required being 8 
cal/cm². This is equivalent to Hazard Risk Category 2.  

 
The NFPA 70E-2004 calculation of the incident energy method produces a worst-case result of 
26.1 cal/cm². The minimum PPE required must be greater than 26.1 cal/cm². This is significantly 
higher than that determined using the two table methods. It should be noted that this method 
requires a working distance to be specified. 

 
The incident energy value calculated using the IEEE 1584TM-2002 equations was 38.3 cal/cm², 
which is higher than the NFPA 70E-2004 calculation. The minimum PPE required must be 
greater than 38.3 cal/cm². Once again, this method requires a working distance to be specified. 
 
It should be noted that in addition to providing different answers for the minimum PPE required, 
there is another important factor to consider when using the two NFPA 70E- 2004 table methods. 
In order to use the tables properly, one must know the available fault current at the work location, 
as well as the protective device clearing time. 

 
These values must be compared with the limits provided in the notes section of the Hazard Risk 
Category Classifications tables, and if outside these limits, the table methods cannot be used to 
determine the minimum PPE required. This is a significant limitation, as the protective device 
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clearing times and available short-circuit currents are not normally readily accessible to the 
workers performing the work in the field. 

 
Lastly, not all electrical equipment installations and specific work tasks are covered in the tables. 
If either of these situations occurs, the worker cannot use the table to determine the minimum 
PPE required. 

9.6          Summary 
This chapter has covered the selection of hazard risk category/PPE based on different approaches 
of arc flash hazard analysis. 
 
The chapter has discussed the effectiveness and merit of each of the four techniques. In addition, 
a sample system was analyzed and used to compare the results of each assessment method. 

 
This chapter has illustrated that the results from the four different flash hazard analysis methods 
can be very different. Each work procedure and work location needs to be analyzed carefully to 
ensure that the PPE recommended is adequate for the hazard. 

 
It is essential to be aware of changes in fault levels or changes in protective device settings that 
can increase the fault clearing time, which correspondingly increases the incident energy: such an 
increase could lead to a situation where adequate PPE is not chosen. The most accurate arc flash 
hazard assessment is obtained with detailed calculations. 
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Controlling Arc Flash hazards 

 Topics 
• Eliminating arc flash events 
• Steps which can reduce the probability of exposure to arc flash 
• Mitigating the severity of an arc flash event if exposure occurs 

   

10.1  Introduction 
As we had discussed in earlier chapters, arc flash incidents form one of the most dangerous 
events in electrical systems and can cause serious injuries or even kill a person exposed to 
the flash. Managing the risks arising out of arc flash events may take various forms.  

• Eliminating the risk by preventing arc flashes from happening 
• Avoiding the risk by modifying the conditions of environment or work 

behavior that limits or reduces  exposure to an arc flash event 
• Mitigating the risk by taking steps to reduce the severity of effects should 

exposure to arc flash happen  
 
There are several ways in which the above objectives can be achieved. We will discuss these 
aspects below. 

10.2  Eliminating arc flash events 
Arc flashes are immensely destructive and take a heavy toll on equipment and personnel. In 
this case certainly prevention would be the best policy. There are several causes for an arc 
flash such as: 

• Arc flash caused by break down of insulation (or airspace) between two live 
parts or a live part and earth 

• Arc flash initiated by external agents 
• Arc flash initiated by human activities 

Breakdown of insulation 

No electrical equipment can be designed, constructed or used without insulating materials in 
some form or other. Insulation materials can be solid such as insulators used for support of 
live conductors, insulating materials applied over windings and so on; they can be liquid, 
such as the dielectric oils used in transformers, or they can be gaseous, an example being the 
sulphur hexa-fluoride (SF6) gas used in HV switchgear and circuit breakers. Even vacuum 
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behaves as an insulating medium as there are no molecules that can conduct electricity. 
Naturally gaseous and liquid dielectrics have to be used in combination with solid dielectrics 
in any practical installation. Thus solid insulating materials play a crucial role in safety, in 
particular, when the insulating materials are applied over conductors.  
 
Insulation helps to prevent short circuit between live conductors, and between live conductor 
and the enclosures of equipment. Both of these are important from a safety point of view. A 
short circuit between live conductors can result in excessive currents flowing through the 
system resulting in extreme thermal and mechanical stresses in the conductors and in the 
system as a whole. There is also a danger of an arc flash developing because of such a fault. 
On the other hand, a fault between a live conductor and an equipment enclosure will cause 
the exposed metallic enclosure of faulty equipment to become live and cause an indirect 
contact hazard. 
 
Insulation materials have certain specific properties which decide their suitability for any 
specific application. One such property is their voltage withstand rating and the other is their 
operating temperature limit. The voltage withstand rating is expressed usually as kV/mm or 
some other such unit of thickness, and electrical stress beyond this limit, may result in a 
breakdown of the insulating material. Once a material thus breaks down, it may show signs 
of burning and becomes a good conductor: it is no longer useful as insulation. Similarly, 
each insulating material has a temperature limit beyond which it will get destroyed and is not 
usable as insulation. The composition of the material used as insulation decides the 
temperature withstanding capability. Insulating materials used for windings of electrical 
machinery are classified based on their temperature rating as follows:  

• Class A Insulation: Cotton, silk, paper, and similar organic materials, 
impregnated or immersed in oil, and enamel applied on wires. The limiting hot-
spot temperature for class A insulation is 105 deg C 

• Class E Insulation: An intermediate class of insulating materials between Class 
A and Class B insulation material 

• Class B Insulation: Mica, asbestos, glass fiber, and similar inorganic materials, 
in built-up form with organic binding substances. The limiting hot-spot 
temperature for class B insulation is 130 Deg C 

• Class F Insulation: Includes insulation having mica, asbestos or glass fiber base 
with a silicone or a similar high temperature resistant binding material. The 
limiting hot-spot temperature for class F insulation is 155 Deg C 

• Class H Insulation: Includes insulation having mica, asbestos, or glass fiber 
base with a silicone or a similar high temperature resistant binding material. 
The limiting hot-spot temperature for class H insulation is 180 Deg C 

 
The properties of any insulating material generally deteriorate with age until it is no longer 
able to serve as insulation at the original ratings. This leads to sudden insulation failures 
even when the material is operating within its stated ratings. It should also be noted that 
prolonged operation at higher than limit values of temperature will cause faster ageing and 
lead to early insulation failure. High and repeated mechanical stresses can also cause 
breaking of insulating material and will lead to failures. 

 
Insulation failures are caused by the following conditions: 

• Temperature in excess of the limiting value (most common)   
• Voltage stress beyond its rated withstand value 
• Excessive mechanical stresses 
• Moisture 
• Contamination and voids 
• Ageing 

 
Preventing unforeseen insulation failures is therefore important from the viewpoint of arc 
flash elimination. The following steps during the design phase will help to reduce failures 
and thus arc flash. 
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Another major category of failure leading to arcing happens in outdoor equipment due to 
causes similar to those cited above and will be explained further in this section. 

 Preventing temperature related failures 

The approach here is to operate the insulation within its rated temperature under all operating 
conditions. 

• Design with suitable class of insulating material depending on temperature 
• Consider maximum expected ambient temperature 
• Design on the basis of maximum internal temperature (hot spot) 
• Consider final temperature after a short circuit fault where required 
• Provide adequate safety margin or choose higher class 
• Provide protective devices to isolate a circuit in the event of abnormalities so 

that abnormal temperatures are prevented 
 

While specifying electrical equipment, it is essential to state the ambient temperatures 
appropriate to the installation. In critical equipment, it is usual to also specify a higher safety 
margin for operating temperature by specifying a higher class of insulation and stipulate 
temperature restriction corresponding to a lower class. For example, a turbo generator stator 
may be specified with class F insulation but with design temperature corresponding to class 
B. The trade-off here is between optimizing the cost of the equipment against the cost of a 
failure during operation and consequential losses.  

 
One of the main causes of arc flashes is failure in cable terminations which can happen due 
to poor or corroded contacts. The excessive temperature at the point of connection results in 
failure of insulation in the termination and causes an arc flash. Monitoring temperature of 
terminations using thermograph or other similar instruments can to a great extent overcome 
sudden failures of insulation. Fitting of infrared ports built into the panel covers enable easy 
monitoring without the need to open the covers. 

 Preventing voltage stress related failures 

Voltage failure is not a very common occurrence. The voltage withstand value is governed 
by the Basic Impulse Level of the system which is usually quite high compared to the 
operating voltage (Example: a 10 kV system may have a BIL of 75 kV or even 90 kV). This 
is to prevent failures during voltage surges occurring due to lightning strike or switching.  
 
Design approach here should be: 

• Design with required thickness/layers of material 
• Design for maximum expected voltage 
• Provide protection against unexpected over-voltage by external surge 

protection devices (SPD) 
 

Surge protection devices provided must be appropriate to the installation involved. 
• Category I (least voltage) for equipment in fixed installations where transient 

over voltage protection is external to the equipment 
• Category II for equipment in fixed installations where protective means can be 

either internal or external to equipment. 
• Category III for equipment where high degrees of availability is expected  
• Category IV for equipment close to the origin of the installation 

 Preventing failures due to mechanical stresses 

Mechanical stresses develop in insulation due to various reasons. One such reason is stress 
due to centrifugal forces caused by rotation or by electrodynamic forces. Such failures are 
normally observed in the overhang portion of the windings of electrical rotating machinery. 
Mechanical stresses can also be caused due to electromagnetic forces occurring during short 
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circuits. In busbar systems, these can result in damages to the support insulators as well as to 
the conductors. Such failures can be prevented by proper mechanical design of equipment. 

 
Another type of mechanical failure of insulation happens in cables. Excessive pull force 
during installation and over-bending of cables beyond permissible limit can cause 
mechanical stress of insulation and  lead to premature failures. 

 Preventing ageing related failures 

As observed earlier, an insulating material cannot work indefinitely. To obtain a long life 
from insulation, it should not be allowed to operate at temperatures higher than the rated 
value. The design should aim at an optimum point between initial cost and life obtainable. 

 Preventing failures due to moisture insulation 

Moisture is often a cause of failure of insulation. Insulation systems used in equipment take 
precautions against absorption of moisture during manufacturing by use of various 
techniques to expel moisture and ensure that the insulation is sealed using resins and 
varnishes to prevent re-entry of moisture. However, in the course of operation, insulating 
materials can absorb moisture as a result of condensation from atmosphere. Steps are taken 
to avoid condensation, particularly by providing small rating heaters which keep the exposed 
insulation warm and thus prevent condensation. 

 
Another type of moisture related failure happens due to water treeing effect in solid 
insulation (XLPE) of cables. This is particularly important when cut ends of the cable get 
exposed to weather. The resulting deterioration can lead to termination failures later. Proper 
protection of cut ends is essential to prevent water-treeing and consequent failures of cable 
termination. 

Preventing failures due to contamination and voids by better maintenance and 
monitoring 

Solid insulation materials can fail due to included particles and voids. These defects can 
cause localized voltage stresses resulting in partial discharges and electrical tracking leading 
to failures over a period. While such deterioration cannot be totally avoided, monitoring 
partial discharges and instituting necessary replacement or insulation improvement measures 
can avoid catastrophic failures. Instruments to monitor partial discharges on offline or even 
continuous basis are available and can be used to avoid sudden failures of insulation 

  Failures of solid insulators used in outdoor equipment 

In addition to the classes of insulation discussed above, other solid insulating materials such 
as ceramics (porcelain) are used as insulating materials for conductor support in overhead 
lines and switchyards. The temperature limit of these insulators is very high. Failures in this 
type of insulators are either due to voltage stress or mechanical damage (which sometimes 
follows a voltage break down). These insulators bear the brunt of surges due to a direct 
lightning strike or induced surges resulting from a direct strike on nearby conductors. Since 
lines do not have any surge protection devices, a failure can take place across an insulator, 
thereby creating an earth fault and an arc flash.  

 
 Failures can be prevented by the following measures: 

• Design for appropriate clearance/creepage distances for the concerned system 
voltage  

• Heavy duty/longer creepage insulators to be selected in areas prone to dust 
• Switchyard equipment to be protected using surge arrestors in points of line 

termination and near major equipment such as transformers 
• Provide surge grading for multi-element insulators 
• Provide on-line washing equipment for critical installations  
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Arc flash initiated by external agents such as rodents or other animals 

Often small animals such as rats and lizards can get into equipment and cause an arc flash. 
Though overhead equipment are even more vulnerable as animals including birds can cause 
faults, the resulting arcs do not cause accidents as they are well beyond the reach of 
operating personnel. In the case of indoor equipment such as metal enclosed switchgear can 
cause arc flashes leading to injury of personnel. Eliminating openings and maintaining 
appropriate levels of ingress protection are the only ways in which arc faults of this nature 
can be avoided. The importance of enclosures in avoiding arc faults is described below. 

Enclosures and ingress protection 

Enclosures serve many important functions in electrical equipment. The first is naturally that 
of providing protection against electric shock due to direct contact by preventing access. 
Another function of enclosures is protection of electrical equipment from the ingress of 
water and dust, which can result in equipment failures and arc faults. Enclosures also serve 
to contain and divert an arc flash within the equipment and provide safety to operating 
personnel from burns and the explosive effects of faults. Enclosures are characterized by 
their degree of protection which is expressed by using the Ingress Protection (IP) 
classification.  

 Structure of IP Classification 

IP Classification is an alphanumeric code consisting of the following characters: 
• Prefix of the letters IP 
• The next is a 2- digit group denoting protection against entry of solid objects 

and liquids 
 First characteristic numeral: entry of solid objects (Numerals 0 to 6, or letter 

X) 
 Second characteristic numeral: entry of liquid (Numerals 0 to 8, or letter X) 
 Note: X may mean that the particular characteristic is not relevant in the 

given situation, or it may be because it is defined in the subsequent group 
• Next is a 2-alphabetic character group consisting of: 

 Additional letter (optional): entry of objects using letters A, B, C, D 
 Supplementary letter (optional): type of operation using letters H, M, S, W 

 
An example of enclosure specification as per IP Classification is given below by way of 
illustration: 
 

 I P  5 6   D W stands for an enclosure which is: 
• Dust proof (First numeral 5) 
• Water tight (Second numeral 6) 
• Protected against access with a wire of 1mm diameter and 100 mm long 

(Additional letter D) 
• Suitable for use under specified weather conditions (Supplementary letter W)  

   
The explanation for these groups is given in the tables 10.1 to 10.4 below. 
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Table 10.1 
IP Classification-First characteristic numeral 

Number Protection 

0 No protection 

1 Protection against contact by hand or solids > 50mm 
diameter 

2 Protection against contact by finger or objects > 12mm dia. 
or not longer than 80mm 

3 Protection against objects, wires, tools etc > 2.5mm dia. 

4 Protection against objects, wires, tools etc > 1mm dia. 

5 Dust proof i.e. protection against harmful deposits of dust 

6 Dust tight 

Note: Finger proof is designated IPXXB 

 
Table 10.2 

IP Classification-Second characteristic numeral  

Number Protection 

0 No protection 

1 Protection against drops of water 

2 Drip proof 

3 Rain proof 

4 Splash proof 

5 Jet proof 

6 Watertight 

7 Protection against immersion 

8 Protection against indefinite immersion to a specified depth 

 
Table 10.3 

IP Classification-Additional letter 

A Protected against access with the back of the hand 
(minimum 50 mm diameter sphere; adequate clearance 
from live parts) 

B Protected against access with a finger  (minimum 12 mm 
diameter test finger, 80 mm long; adequate clearance from 
live parts) 

C Protected against access with a tool (minimum 2.5 mm 
diameter tool, 100 mm long) 

D Protected against access with a wire (minimum 1 mm 
diameter wire, 100 mm long) 
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Table 10.4 
IP Classification-Supplementary letter 

H High voltage apparatus 

M Tested for harmful effects due to the ingress of water when 
the movable parts of the equipment (e.g. the rotor of a 
rotating machine) are in motion 

S Tested for harmful effects due to the ingress of water when 
the movable parts of the equipment (e.g. the rotor of a 
rotating machine) are stationary 

W Suitable for use under specified weather conditions and 
provided with additional protective features or processes 

 

Arc flash initiated by human action 

Often arc flash is caused by careless operator behavior. Often undue risks are taken by 
carrying out work on live equipment or close to energized terminals. Inadvertent bridging of 
live contacts by a metallic tool often results in arc flash and injury. Obviously, this kind of 
incidents can be eliminated by not working on live equipment. Where such work is permitted 
by regulations, due precautions such as insulated tools must be used to prevent arc faults. 
Shrouding of live parts wherever possible is another step by which accidental faults can be 
prevented.  

 
Another type of human failure is by compromising permissible minimum electrical 
clearances while carrying out work in the vicinity of live equipment. Normally, live 
equipment has to be kept ‘out of arm’s reach’ to ensure safety (where such parts are not 
protected by an enclosure). 

 
When work is carried out near exposed live parts, a safe clearance must be maintained with 
reference to the live parts, so that the worker does not accidentally come into contact with 
these parts. It must be remembered that in the case of HV equipment, the intense electric 
field generated around the live parts mat, cause the surrounding air to break down and 
conduct so that one may get electrocuted even without directly touching a live part. This 
danger does not exist in LV systems. Exposed conducting parts of a system must be located 
in such a way that during normal work in the vicinity of live equipment, safe clearances are 
always maintained appropriate to the working voltage. This is achieved by placing the live 
part out of ‘arm's reach’ from the envelope of minimum safe clearance for: 

• An exposed conductive part 
• An extraneous conductive part 
• A bare live part of any other system 

 
The voltage dependent clearances will thus have to be calculated from the arm’s reach 
positions. For example, if the minimum safe clearance for 220 kV is stipulated as say 3000 
mm, the minimum clearance from earth should be 5500 mm to place the conductor out of 
arm’s reach for an operator standing on the ground with his arm fully extended. In case there 
are any structures beneath the conductor on which the operator may stand, the clearance 
should be appropriately increased. Figure 10.1 illustrates the principle of ‘arm’s reach’ in all 
the three axes for LV systems. The same will have to be modified for HV systems by adding 
the minimum clearance for the specific operating voltage.  

 
Note that ‘arm’s reach’ defined above assumes that no metallic tools, long conducting 
objects (such as ladders) etc. are being held by the worker.  
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Figure 10.1   
The definition of arm’s reach (Source IEE Wiring Regulations) 

Particular attention is needed while working in HV switchyards since workers will be in 
close proximity to live equipment all around. Clearances to be observed to avoid arc flash 
are defined as follows: 

 Minimum phase to earth clearance 

The minimum distance required between live parts and earthed material. 

 Minimum phase to phase clearance 

The minimum distance required between phases or between conductors of the same phase 
separable electrically from each other.  Eg. Across open disconnectors or CB terminals. 

 Non-flashover distance (‘N’) 

The distance from live equipment across which a flashover will not occur. It is slightly more 
than the “Minimum phase to earth clearance”.  The area within the non-flashover distance is 
referred to as the danger zone.  

 Ground safety distance (‘G’)  

The minimum distance from the earthed end of equipment insulators to the ground or a 
walkway.  It is 2440mm for all voltages (above 1kV).   This dimension is based on the 
assumption that a 1900mm tall person has a vertical reach of 2440mm. 

 Section safety clearance (‘S’) 

The minimum distance between live parts and the foot position of a person standing whether 
they are on the ground, walkway, platform or on top of equipment.  Section safety clearance 
(‘S’) is the sum of the non flashover distance (‘N’) and the ground safety distance (‘G’). 

 Horizontal work safety clearance (‘H’) 

Normally applied when working from a ladder and is “the minimum distance from the 
extremities of the work object horizontally to the nearest live part”. Also applies to vehicles. 

 Vertical work safety clearance (‘V’) 

Normally applied when working from a ladder and is “the minimum distance from the 
extremities of the work object vertically to the nearest live part”. Also applies to vehicles. 
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Table 10.5 shows the minimum permissible typical clearances for live electrical parts at 
different voltages. This must, however, be reviewed with respect to locally applicable codes.  
 

Table 10.5 

Typical safety clearances  

Voltage 
kV 

Phase to 
Earth 

clearance 
mm 

Phase to 
Phase 

clearance 
mm 

Non-
flashover 
distance 

mm 

Section 
safety 

clearance 
mm 

Horizontal 
safety 

clearance 
mm 

Vertical 
safety 

clearance 
mm 

Up to 3.6 60 90 66 2506 1966 1406 
6.6 90 105 100 2540 2000 1440 
11 160 185 175 2615 2075 1515 
22 280 325 310 2750 2210 1650 
33 380 440 420 2860 2320 1760 
66 630 725 695 3135 2595 2035 

132 1300 1495 1430 3870 3330 2770 
220 1900 2185 2010 4450 3910 3350 
330 2200 2530 2330 4770 4230 3670 

 
Figures 10.2 to 10.4 below illustrate the applicable clearances for working near live outdoor 
HV equipment. The Section, Vertical and Horizontal work safety clearances are based on the 
principle that when a person is inspecting or operating live substation equipment or working 
on isolated equipment, they should not be able to reach into any “Danger Zone” surrounding 
live equipment. 

 
It has been assessed that a tall person holding a small hand tool or material up to 300mm in 
length would have a maximum reach of 2440mm vertically or 1900mm horizontally. 
Applying this principle it follows that the distance to live equipment must always be at least 
the dimension of the “Danger Zone” plus the vertical or horizontal reach, as appropriate. 
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Figure 10.2   
Safety clearances in HV switchyard 
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Figure 10.3   
Safety clearances in HV switchyard 
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Figure 10.4   
Safety clearances in HV switchyard 

10.3  Avoiding arc flash risks 
While it would be best to altogether eliminate arc flash instances by the steps discussed 
above, this is not practically feasible and unforeseen equipment failures can always initiate 
an arc event. One of the ways in which arc flash risks (to human operators) can be avoided is 
to reduce the probability of exposure to arcs. This can be achieved by modifying the 
conditions of environment or work behavior that limits or reduces exposure to an arc flash 
event. Examples of this approach are: 
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• Not undertaking work on live equipment and close to live parts (within the 
calculated arc flash protection boundary distances). 

• Designing equipment which is resistant to arc flash  
• Performing operations from remote control panels or other remote devices 

Not carrying out work on live equipment 

While this option is desirable it is not always feasible. Even while working on equipment 
that is made dead and earthed, there are always some live parts in the vicinity which can act 
as sources of arc flash. For example, work inside switchgear panels or the cable terminations, 
there are always live bus bars and other live cables of adjoining compartments. Even when 
protected by earthed metallic barriers, any arcs in the live equipment can cause exposure. 

Arc fault resistant switchgear 

Designing equipment to be resistant to internal arcs may be a solution. In these cases, the 
panels should be able to contain arc flash within the equipment and not cause any ill effects 
to any person close to the panel on the outside. An arc-fault test is carried out to prove the 
equipment’s ability to withstand the stresses from an internal arc fault and the personnel 
safety during the event of such a fault. Typical test objects are transformer distribution 
stations, high and low voltage switchgear cubicles. IEC 61641 (Guide for testing under 
conditions of arcing due to internal fault) applies to enclosed low-voltage switchgear and 
control gear assemblies manufactured according to IEC 60439-1. This test is subject to an 
agreement between manufacturer and user. It is not considered to be a type test. The sole 
purpose of this test is to assess the ability to the assembly to limit the risk of personal injury 
resulting from an internal arcing fault. It involves setting up deliberate faults within the 
switchgear enclosures and then testing for the effect by use of what are called 'indicators', 
that is, large metal screens covered with black Cotton textile material. IEC 61641 gives the 
following five (5) test criteria for personnel protection: 

 
1 Whether correctly secured doors, covers, etc., do not open. 

2 Whether parts (of the assembly), which may cause a hazard, do not 
fly off. 

3 Whether arcing does not cause holes to develop in the freely 
accessible external parts of the enclosure as a result of paint or 
stickers burning or other effects 

4 Whether the indicators arranged vertically do not ignite (indicators 
ignited as a result of paint or stickers burning are excluded from this 
assessment). 

5 Whether the equipotential bonding arrangement for accessible parts 
of the enclosure is still effective 

 
Another approach is to provide arc vents in switchgear which direct the arc flash away from 
the front of the panel. This is done by providing suitable venting passages from each 
compartment of the switchgear and hinged type venting flaps which automatically open 
under the pressure of the arc blast thus releasing the arc products upwards thus preventing 
the arc from injuring the operator in the front (or rear) side of the panel.   

 Remote operations 

It is a well established fact that most arc faults occur while an operation is carried out on 
switchgear. It could be that a tool has been inadvertently left in the panel or a sudden failure 
happens when a breaker is energized or racked in. Such cases make the operator vulnerable 
to arc flash injuries. Remote control avoids the problems to a great extent. Though racking in 
or out a circuit breaker requires an operator to be present, today devices are available both 
for LV and HV switchgear that permit racking operations to be carried out remotely. These 
options should be exercised wherever possible to minimize the probability of arc flash 
exposure.  
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10.4  Mitigating arc effects 
In spite of the measures suggested in the previous section arc fault exposure can still happen 
and this is where the effects of arc flash on operating personnel need to be mitigated. As seen 
in earlier chapters, arc flash hazards depend on: 

• The arc current 
• Time for which arc persists 
• Distance between working personnel and arc source 
• Type of clothing 

Arc current 

Arc current is mainly dictated by the short circuit current. While minimizing short circuit 
currents is not always possible, system configurations that result in minimum fault current 
values should be opted for as much as it is feasible to do so. System earthing through 
impedance has the effect of reducing earth fault currents and may help when arc flash is 
solely due to an earth fault. Usually however earth faults can develop into short circuits 
involving the other phases within a few cycles. Where it is possible, inter-phase separation 
will be helpful in minimizing the chances of such faults happening. For example, terminal 
boxes in HV machines and HV bus bars are usually of phase-segregated type which makes 
multi-phase faults unlikely.  

Arcing time 

The time for which an arc persists is determined by protective devices provided in the 
circuit. Longer the time a protective device takes, higher the energy that passes through the 
point of fault. A precise assessment is necessary to determine the time and is done while 
computing the arc flash boundary value. It must be noted that while fuses do provide 
excellent protection for bolted short circuits, they may permit higher let through energy 
when handling high resistance arcs. In such cases circuit breakers with fast acting short 
circuit release may in fact be a better solution for minimizing the exposure hazard. 

Distance from arc source 

The other important factor in determining the extent of arc flash hazard is the distance 
between a possible arc source and the working personnel. Design of the panel can minimize 
the risk by maximizing this distance.   

Type of clothing 

Clothing of fire resistant material greatly minimizes the degree of burns that one can sustain 
by being exposed to an arc flash. This aspect will be dealt in detail in the next chapter. Use 
of PPE appropriate to the incident thermal energy minimizes arc flash exposure hazard. The 
other dangers such as shrapnel, pressure wave, light, toxic gases etc. cannot however be fully 
controlled by PPE.  
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Personal Protective Equipment  
Made of FR Clothing 

The intense energy and very short duration of an electric arc flash represents a very unique 
exposure. Everyday work clothes made from regular cotton or poly/cotton fabrics, regardless of 
weight, can be readily ignited at some exposure level and will continue to burn adding to the extent 
of injury sustained from the arc alone. NFPA70E now requires employees to wear flame resistant 
(FR) protective clothing that meets there requirements of ASTM F1506, wherever there is possible 
exposure to an electric arcflash. It requires employers to perform a flash hazard analysis to 
determine the flash protection boundary distance. This chapter provides detailed information on 
personal protective equipment.  

 Learning objectives 
• The evolution of Flame Resistant (FR) fabrics 
• The various types of FR fabrics, those are available in the marketplace 
• FR fabrics and the effects of undergarments 
• Limitations of FR fabrics  
• Test method ASTM F 1959  
• Garment construction standard ASTM F 1506-02a  

11.1  Evolution of flame resistant fabrics 
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) published the latest edition of the NFPA 70E 
Standard (Standard for Electrical Safety Requirements for Employee Workplaces) in 2004. The 
standard is designed to protect employees working inside flash protection boundaries by requiring 
protective clothing for the corresponding Hazard/Risk Category. Clothing should have an ATPV 
(American Society of Materials and Testing) of at least the value listed in the “Protective Clothing 
Characteristics” section of the standard. OSHA has confirmed that garments which meet the 
requirements of ASTM F1506 are in compliance with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.269 Electrical Power 
Generation, Transmission and Distribution, with regard to garments not contributing to burn 
severity. 
 
Personal protective equipment may or may not provide adequate protection in the case of arc flash 
exposure. It is important that workers understand their use, care and limitations. Employers should 
ensure that the workers have adequate understanding and training on the use of PPE. Workers must 
not treat PPE as a substitute for common sense and safe work practices. 
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The most common and industry accepted PPE which protects the body is flame resistant (FR) 
clothing. The characteristic of flame resistance clothing is that it will not burn in air. This is 
achieved by treating the cloth fiber such as cotton with flame retardant chemicals. Synthetic FR 
clothing is also widely used. 

 
Purpose of flame resistance fabric: 

1. Resistance to flame and self-extinguishing. 
2. Provide thermal insulation to the body from heat radiations.               

     

11.1.1  Protection from electric arc exposure 
The most serious arc burn injuries result when untreated clothing is ignited during an arc incident. 
This is due to the increased body area, which can sustain a second or third degree burn injury as a 
result of the extended exposure time caused by the ignited clothing.  
  
Under the controlled laboratory conditions required to meet the new ASTM test methods, the effect 
of arc movement reduces the incident energy required for 1% ignition to approximately 2.5 cal/cm² 
with a 95% confidence level. The higher variability due to arc movement in real arc accidents 
would be expected to further reduce the incident energy required for 1% ignition probability. 
Heavier weight cotton fabrics, fabrics with high moisture content (perspiration), and lighter colored 
cotton fabrics will require greater incident energy for ignition. 
 
Conversely, lighter weight cotton fabric and darker colored cotton fabric will require less incident 
energy for ignition. 

11.1.2 Performance of flame resistant clothing system 
The use of flame-resistant (FR) clothing, which does not ignite, can greatly improve the chance of 
survival by reducing the body area, which sustains a burn injury.  
 
The vital first step in the selection of arc protective clothing is to use FR clothing as the outer layer 
of clothing whenever the arc hazard assessment indicates sufficient incident energy for the ignition 
of untreated clothing.  
 
In Table 11.1, an incident energy range where untreated clothing is unlikely to ignite, is set at 0–2 
cal/cm² based on the test results in Table 11.1(test set-up #1) and the ignition probability 
considerations discussed above.  
 
For arc hazards with incident energies in excess of 2 cal/cm², an FR clothing system is indicated. In 
Table 11.1, a classification for clothing systems is suggested which relates to the number of layers 
for FR clothing systems and arbitrarily designates untreated cotton as “Class 0,” i.e., zero FR 
layers. 
 
The use of an FR clothing system does not preclude the possibility of sustaining a burn injury. As 
shown in Table 11.1, the number of layers of FR clothing must be increased as the arc hazard 
incident energy increases.  
 
For instance, if the arc hazard assessment determines an incident energy of 5–8 cal/cm², a Class 2 
FR clothing system is indicated. The Class 2 system consists of two layers, e.g., an FR shirt and FR 
pants as the outer layer and untreated or FR underwear as the second, inner layer. Based on test 
results, the onset of a second-degree burn would be expected to occur in the range of 8–18 cal/cm² 
for Class 2 FR clothing systems. 
 
For more severe arc exposures, additional layers of FR clothing are indicated, as shown in Table 
11.1. Also, it is important to note that areas of the body, which are not covered by the clothing 
system, may sustain burn injury. Protective items for the face, head, hands, and feet are discussed 
in a later section. 
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The protective clothing classes in Table 11.1 are provided as guidelines based on extensive 
laboratory testing and may not correlate directly to real arc incidents.  
 
Real arc exposures may be more or less severe than laboratory arc exposures, due to many factors, 
including: greater arc movement toward, or away from, the exposed worker; unknown arc length; 
system re-closure; secondary explosions or fires; weather conditions etc. 
The intent of providing the information in Table 11.1 is not to suggest that all burn injuries can be 
eliminated in arc exposures, but rather to indicate the clothing systems that will reduce or minimize 
burn injuries during arc exposures. 
 

Table 11.1 
Ignition analysis of 100% untreated 5.4 OZ /YD2 dark-blue cotton shirt 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

11.1.3  Arc protective clothing selection based on hazard analysis 
The first step in selecting the appropriate arc protective clothing system is to identify and quantify 
the arc hazards to which workers can be exposed. All tasks, which involve potential exposure to the 
arc hazard, must be evaluated. 

 
The following information is required to properly evaluate each potential arc hazard: 

• Electrical system voltage 
• Fault current available at the arc location 
• Arc time duration, i.e., the number of cycles (including possible re-closing) 
• Estimated arc gap based on equipment geometry 
• Minimum distance from the centerline of the arc to the worker 
• Number of phases, single-phase or three-phase 
• Configuration of the arc, e.g., open arc or “arc in a box” 
• In an open arc configuration, the arc energy spreads in all directions (360 around the arc). 

In the “arc in a box” configuration, the arc energy emanates from the front of the box (180 
or less). The box also tends to focus hot gasses and molten metal splatter in one direction. 

• The intent of hazard analysis is to determine the probable worst-case exposure, which a 
worker could receive for each specific job or task. It is likely a worker will be involved in 
tasks with several different exposure levels during the course of a workday, and the 
appropriate arc protective clothing may be different for each of the potential arc exposure 
hazards.  

• For instance, an electrician may be wearing a Class 2 system (Table 11.2) for a specific 
maintenance task, but may need to increase to a Class 3 system by adding an FR coverall 
for a brief time period while performing a specific switching task.  

• Most test data on incident energy from electric arcs has been measured with single-phase 
arcs (opposing inline electrodes) in open air. Computer programs are also available to 
estimate the incident energy at various distances from a single-phase arc (same 
configuration).  

• A large number of industrial electrical installations utilize equipment with parallel bus (arc 
electrode) arrangements. If the incident energy at a specified distance from a single-phase 
arc (opposing inline electrodes) is known, the value must be multiplied by a correction 
factor to obtain the incident energy at the same distance from a three-phase arc with 
parallel electrodes in open air. The value of this single to-three-phase correction factor has 
not yet been verified by test. 

Incident Energy  Cal/cm2 Ignition Analysis 
6.6 Shirt Ignites 90% of the Time 
6.0 Shirt Ignites 50% of the Time 
5.4 Shirt Ignites 10% of the Time 
4.5 Shirt Ignites 1% of the Time 
3.5 Shirt Ignites 1% of the Time 

95% Confidence Level 
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• If the three-phase arc hazard involves an “arc in a box” configuration instead of an open 
arc, there is an additional correction factor to obtain the incident energy. Based on limited 
testing, this “arc in a box” correction factor may be as high as 3.0. Therefore, the estimated 
incident energy from a three-phase arc in open air (parallel electrodes) must be multiplied 
by approx. 3.0 to obtain an estimate of the maximum incident energy at the specified 
distance from an “arc-in-a-box” exposure. 

• Once the incident energy for a specific arc hazard is determined, Table 11.2 provides 
information to assist in the selection of the appropriate arc protective clothing system. 

• For instance, if the incident energy equals 15 cal/cm², based on Table 11.2, a Class 3 
protective clothing system would be expected to reduce or minimize burn injury. 

 
 

Table 11.2 
Protection clothing guidelines for the electrical arc hazards 

 
Proposed 
Product  

Clothing Class 

FR Clothing System Estimated 
Incident Energy 

For  
Onset of Second 

Degree Burn 
Proposed 
Range of 

Calculated 
Incident 

Energy++  
Cal/cm2 

 
Clot
hing 
Clas

s 
no 

 

Clothing  
Description 

(No. of Layers)  

Total  
Weight

Arc Thermal 
Performance 

Exposure Value 
(AZTPT)0r 
Breakopen 
Threshold 

Energy(Egr) 
Cal/cm2 

0-2 0 Untreated 
Cotton(1) 

4.5-7 N/A 

2-5 1 FR Shirt(1) 4.5-8 5-7 
5-8 2 Tshirt + FR Shirt  

+ pants(2) 
9-12 8-18 

8-25 3 Tshirt + FR Shirt 
+ FR Coverall(3) 

16-20 25-50 

25-40 4 Tshirt + FR Shirt  
+ Double layer 
Switching coat 

24-30 40>60 

 

11.1.4 Bare skin exposure 
• If the arc hazard analysis calculates an incident energy of less than 0.8 cal/cm², exposed 

skin would not be expected to receive a second-degree burn injury.  
• If the analysis indicates an incident energy equal to or greater than 1.6 cal/cm², exposed 

skin would be expected to receive a second-degree burn and thus, protective clothing and 
protective equipment must be used to minimize burn injury.  

• For incident energy values between 0.8–1.6 cal/cm², it is advisable to use arc protective 
clothing and protective equipment to minimize burn injury, since the actual parameters for 
an arc fault incident are difficult to predict accurately. 

• In some cases, an arc hazard analysis may stimulate an assessment aimed at reducing the 
arc exposure level for a particular task. Equipment or work procedures may need to be 
modified to reduce the exposure levels. 
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11.1.5 General guidelines for arc protective clothing 
Protective guidelines for the face, head, hands, and feet  
Chapter 3 of NFPA 70E-1995 [5] effectively summarizes current standards for personal protective 
equipment and commonly used types of protective equipment for the face, head, hands, and feet. 

• Typical head protection for arc blast exposure is a switchman’s hood or a face shield, both 
with the viewing window constructed of 0.080-in-thick polycarbonate. The face shield is 
more appropriate for use in situations with relatively low radiation exposure. When 
wearing a face shield, a person may be subject to burns from hot gases, which envelop the 
head and contact the side of the face and back of the head. 

• The switchman’s hood should be used for high-exposure situations and when additional 
protection is desired. Limited arc testing indicates that polycarbonate provides an effective 
protective barrier for the face for low and moderate levels of radiant energy exposure.  

• At very high exposure levels and times, the polycarbonate can melt, ignite, and/or 
disintegrate. For these cases, methods for reducing exposure energy should be explored.  

• The minimum protection for hands is a pair of heavy-duty leatherwork gloves. There have 
been a number of recorded arc incidents where the injured person was wearing leather 
gloves and received no injury to his hands, whereas other parts of the body were seriously 
injured.  

• If exposure to electric shock is also a hazard, then appropriate rubber insulation equipment 
must also be worn. The authors in [6] report that normal leather protectors required by 
Class 0 or higher rubber gloves provide adequate protection from flash. Experience from 
actual arc incidents shows that the cotton stitching in leather gloves frequently disappears 
during the arc exposure, but remains in place long enough to provide adequate protection 
[6]. 

• Gloves made using layers of flame-resistant materials provide the highest level of hand 
protection. Since the hands may be closer to the arc than the body, this additional 
protection may be important to prevent injury to the hands, wrists, and forearms in some 
arc exposure situations. 

• There have been few recorded incidents where feet have received burns from arc exposure, 
since the feet are normally below the work area and are seldom in the line of sight from the 
location of an arcing fault. Heavy-duty leatherwork shoes normally provide a significant 
degree of protection to the feet. 

• The ankles, however, may be subjected to injury if the person is not wearing adequate leg 
protection, which extends fully down past the top of the shoes. 

 

11.2 ASTM 
Many standards exist that are used for the testing and specification of PPE and the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is the main source. To determine whether a fabric is 
flame-resistant, the Vertical Flammability Test, defined by ASTM D6413, is the most commonly 
used test. It is used to evaluate whether a fabric will ignite and continue to burn after it is exposed 
to a source of ignition. Details such as the size of the test sample, the number of trials, and the type 
of flame are all defined by this standard. Although it does not establish the actual pass/fail criteria, 
i.e. what are acceptable limits, the standard is used to measure the following data: 

• After Flame (Seconds)—The time the fabric continues to burn after the flame source is 
removed. 

• Char Length (Inches)—The length of fabric that was damaged by the flame that will easily 
tear under standard weight. 

• After Glow (Seconds)—The length of time the fabric continues to glow after the flame 
extinguishes. 

The measured data is then compared to the pass/fail criteria defined by ASTM F1506 Standard 
Performance Specification for Textile Materials for Wearing Apparel for Use by Electrical 
Workers Exposed to Momentary Electric Arc and Related Thermal Hazards. The criteria include 
the following requirements: 
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The American Society for Testing and Material (ASTM) develop standards that specify the quality 
of various materials, including safety materials such as PPE. The following standards are applicable 
to arc flash hazard protection equipment: 
 
1. The fabric being tested must self extinguish in less than 2 seconds after the ignition source has 

been removed. 
2. Char length for ASTM Test Method D6413 must be less than 6 inches. A fabric specimen of 

12-inch length is hung vertically in an enclosed space and bottom is exposed to a methane 
flame for 12 seconds. The length of fabric destroyed by the flame is the char length. This is 
also known as a standard vertical flame test. 

 
Apart from meeting these pass/fail tests, the fabric is also tested for ARC Thermal Performance 
Value (ATPV) as per ASTMF1959. Manufactures are required to report the test results to the end 
users of the material as an arc rating on a garment label. 
 

• Thread and bindings used in the garment cannot add to the severity of injuries to the wearer 
during an arc-flash and related thermal exposure. 

 
In addition, the following information must be included on the garment label: 

• Arc Rating  
• Garment meets the requirements of ASTM F1506 
• Manufacturer’s name 
• Garment care and handling instructions 
• Tracking identification code system 
• Size and other associated standard labeling. 

  

11.2.1 Determining the ATPV Rating 
The definition of Arc Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) is the incident energy on a fabric or 
material that results in sufficient heat transfer through the fabric or material to cause the onset of a 
second degree burn based on the Stoll curve. As an example, a person working where the 
maximum incident energy could be 8 cal/cm2 must wear clothing with a minimum ATPV value of 
8 cal/cm2. The clothing would provide a sufficient surface to no more than 1.2 cal/cm2, or the 
onset of a second degree burn. 

11.2.2 Testing of ATPV material 
Determining the ATPV requires simulating real world conditions based on ASTM F1959 Standard 
Test Method for Determining the Arc Thermal Performance Value of Materials for Clothing. The 
test is conducted by placing a fabric sample on a test panel that contains heat sensors. The fabric is 
then subjected to a known quantity of incident energy simulating the dangerous event. The heat 
sensors measure the temperature rise on the test panel, simulating the skin surface, to determine if a 
second-degree burn would occur based on burn prediction models. 
 
PPE manufacturers continue to push the envelope and today’s PPE can have an ATPV rating of 
100 cal/cm2 or more. Care must be given, however, in the logic used for selecting the higher 
ratings. Although higher ratings provide much better thermal protection, NFPA 70E prohibits live 
work on systems where the incident energy is above 40 cal/cm2. At higher energy levels, explosive 
forces become a serious concern. 
 
Results of staged arc-flash tests have shown that a higher power arc-flash can produce forces well 
into the thousands of pounds, which is enough to collapse lungs, crush skulls and launch a person 
into a concrete wall. Suddenly, thermal protection becomes only part of the problem and severe 
trauma injuries now enter into the deadly equation. Table 11.3 shows protective clothing and PPE 
matrix. 
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Table 11.3 

Protective Clothing and PPE Matrix 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See Table 130.7(C) (I 1). Arc rating for a garment is expressed in caI/cm2. 

a. If voltage-rated gloves are required, the leather protectors worn external to the 
rubber gloves satisfies this requirement. 

b. Hazard /Risk Category Number "-1" is only defined if determined by Notes 3 or 6 
of Table 130.9(C)(g)(a). 

c. Regular weight (minimum 12 oz/yd2fabric weight), untreated. Denim cotton blue 
jeans are acceptable in lieu of FR pants. The FR pants used for Hazard/Risk 
Category 1 shall have a minimum arc rating of 4. 

d. Alternate is to use FR coveralls (minimum rating of 4) instead of FR shirt and FR 
pants. 

e. If the FR pants have a minimum are rating of 8, long pants of Dn-melting or 
untreated natural fibers are not required beneath the FR pants. 

f. Alternate is to use FR coveralls (minimum: rating of 4) over non-melting or 
untreated natural fiber pants and T-shirt. 

g.  A face shield with a minimum are rating of 8, with wrap-around guarding to 
protect not only the Face, but also the forehead, ears, and neck (or, alternatively, a 
flash suit hood), is required. 

 
Alternate is tb USE h0 Sets of fR coveralls (the inner with a minimum arc rating of 4 and outer 
coverall with a minimum arc rating of 5) over non-melting or untreated natural fiber clothing, 
instead of FR coveralls over FR shirt and FR pants over non-melting or untreated natural fiber 
clothing. 

Hazard Risk Category 
N. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Non-melting (according to ASTM F 1506-00) or Untreated Natural Fiber 
 
Shirt (long-sleeve) X 

 
    

Pant (long) 
 

X     

FR Clothing 
 
Long-sleeve shirt / pant or 
coverall 
 

 X X AR AR 

Coverall 
 

   AR AR 

Jacket, parka or rainwear 
 

 AN AN AN AN 

FR Protective Equipment 

Flash suit jacket (multi-
layer) 
 

   AR AR 

Flash suit pants (multi-
layer) 
 

   AR AR 

X- minimum required, AR-As required, AN- As needed 
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11.3 Fire resistant clothing 

11.3.1 Factors affecting protection level from arc  
Material: Untreated natural fabrics may continue to burn until the fabric is totally consumed. 
Synthetic fabrics that are not flame resistant will burn with melting and dripping, and may cause 
severe burns to the skin. Flame resistant fabrics will be charred by arc flash heat, but will not 
continue to burn after arcing cease. The burning of garments may cause greater injury to the skin 
than direct exposure to heat from an arc. 
 
Weight: The weight of FR fabric is specified in weight per unit area (ounces/square yard or g/m2). 
Higher weight provides more thermal insulation. 
 
Layer: Multiple layers of clothing retain air space between the layers, thereby providing greater 
thermal insulation than a single layer. Single thick clothing provides less physical comfort, whereas 
multiple layers allow for flexibility. Comfort and flexibility are important factors in avoiding 
accidents while working on live equipment. 

11.3.2 Care of FR clothing 
Laundering: Obtain complete instructions on care of FR clothing from manufacturer. Some 
cleaning chemicals such as chlorine bleach may affect the finish, reduce the fabric strength and 
remove the color of the cloth. Some manufactures claim that the bleach does not affect the flame 
resistance property. Always follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer. 
 
Contamination: Grease, oil, or other flammable materials catch fire easily and will continue to burn 
even after the arc ceases. Therefore, FR cloth contaminated with this substance should not be used. 
Care should be taken at work to avoid contaminating FR clothing from such materials. 
Storage: The clothing should be stored in a safe condition so that it is reliable. 

11.3.3  Useful Life of PPE 
The useful life of a PPE depends on various factors, such as the material from which it was made. 
The severity of the work activity and the abrasion resistance characteristics of the PPE also affect 
the life of the equipment. Obtain information from the manufacture to determine the useful life. 

 
Following some assumptions normally states the useful life of PPE, then stated expected life might 
not be applicable. It is best to obtain the useful life of the PPE from the manufacturer, for intense 
use (see Table 11.4). 

 

Table 11.4 
Examples of Expected Useful life of FRE clothing 

 
Fabric  Industrial Laundering Expected Service 

life(months) 
INDURA 100% 

cotton 
36-50* 18-24# 

INDURA Ultra 
soft 88% cotton 

12% high 
tenactity Nylon 

60-80* 28-38# 

 
The manufacture clearly states that launderings cited in the tables are based on market experience 
for these types of fabrics and relate to the average expected wear life. 
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These estimates do not take into account work activities leading to extreme wear and exposure to 
thermal source of high heat and long duration. 

 
The expected service life is estimated with the assumption that clothing is industrially laundered 
every other week. 

 
The useful life for any PPE suggested by manufacturer may be applicable for normal wear and tear. 
OSHA requires the workers to carry out visual inspection of the PPE prior to its use. The PPE 
should not be used if it appears to have deteriorated, even though the PPE may not have reached its 
expected useful life. 

11.3.4 Selection of PPE 
PPE should be selected according to the needs of the worker and the nature of work performed. 
Some of the factors are discussed below. 
 
Comfort: It is important that the worker must not be uncomfortable. Otherwise there could be a risk 
of accidents occurring. Comfort is important both physically and mentally. PPE for high incident 
energy (hazard risk category #4 or greater) may have thick and heavy clothing, headgear and 
gloves. The comfort level may differ from one individual to another. It is necessary to ensure that 
each worker feels as comfortable as possible. It may be beneficial to allow the workers to try out 
the PPE to make sure that it is satisfactory in terms of comfort and fit. It may take some time before 
a worker adjusts to new PPE. Therefore, it is recommended that workers practice wearing the PPE 
before working on live exposed equipment. This also ensures that the PPE does not interfere with 
the task. 
 
Fit: A loose PPE provides more thermal insulation through the air trapped inside. However, it 
should not be too tight or loose so as to interfere with the task. 
Layers: As mention in previous sections, multiple layers provide additional air insulation and a 
greater degree of protection. Multi-layer FR clothing is also more comfortable than a single layer of 
thick and heavy clothing. 
 
Materials: Choice of fabric material can affect both comfort and weight. There are different types 
of treated cotton and synthetic fabric available from various manufactures. For multi-layer clothing, 
the workers may choose to have untreated flammable fabric such as cotton or wool for inner 
garments at lower incident energies. 
 
Abrasion resistance: Some FR clothing is available with high resistance quality. Employers who do 
heavy duty work should use this kind of PPE. Clothing without such quality can be easily damaged, 
and may fail to adequately protect the worker from arc flash. 
 

11.3.5 Types of FR clothing 

  
 
Figure 11.1 
(a) Pants (b) Coverall (c) Shirts (c) Sweatshirt 
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Vest/Undergarment: These can be worn underneath shirts, jackets or pants. They provide an extra 
layer of protection. Multi-layered clothing is more flexible, easy to work with and has trapped air to 
provide additional thermal insulation. Combination of vest/undergarment with a shirt increases the 
total arc rating (see Figure 11.1). 

 
Shirt/Pants: FR shirts and pants can be used for incident energy of 4.0 cal/cm2 or below. These can 
be multi-layered for higher arc rating. 

 
Bib Overall: Bib overall worn with a shirt provides higher protection to the chest area than a shirt 
worn with pants. See Figure 11.2 (b). 

  
Coverall: A coverall is equivalent to a shirt and pants. 

 
 Jacket: These are usually multi-layered and are like multi-layered shirts. See Figure 11.2 (a). 
 
 Hood: The hood is part of headgear, has face protection and has FR fabric covering the head, ears, 
 neck and shoulders. 

 

  
 

Figure 11.2 
FR clothing (a) Jacket (b) Bib overall (c) Complete flash suit 
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11.4 Other PPE 

  

 

Figure 11.3  
Headgears and hood 

 
Headgear: The headgear consists of a non-conductive helmet and a hood that covers the head, ears, 
neck and shoulders. It also has a face shield and chin cover. (See Figure 11.3) The face shield 
absorbs some of the incident energy. However, it should not impair visibility. Safety glasses should 
be worn underneath the headgear. 

 
Gloves: Gloves provide insulation from both electricity and heat. A combination of rubber (worn 
inside) and leather (worn outside) material is typically used. The gloves should be long enough to 
cover the sleeves (see Table 11.5 and Figure 11.4). 
 
 

Table 11.4 
Voltage classification of gloves 

 

Glove Voltage 
Classification 

Maximum  
Working voltage 

Proof Test 
KV 

Class 00 500 2.5 
Class 0 1000 5.0 
Class 1 7500 10 
Class 2 17000 20 
Class 3 26500 30 
Class 4 36000 40 
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Figure 11.4 
Hand gloves 

Boots: Hot sticks are used to operate fuses and switches. These provide insulation from high 
voltage parts. They also allow the worker to maintain increased working distance, if incident 
energy is less (see Figure 11.5). 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11.5 
Boots 

 Arc suppression blanket: This provides a barrier from arc flash. 
 

Ear muffs. Arc blast can cause severe ear injuries. Ear muffs should be worn to provide sound 
insulation and reduce impact. 

 
Mechanical barriers: As mentioned in the previous chapter, mechanical barriers can provide 
protection from thermal radiation as well as from blast pressure. They can be used for racking 
breakers, but are not suitable for most other work. 

11.5 FR fabrics and the effects of undergarments 

In order the meet the NFPA 70E standard, workers are required to wear non-melting natural fiber 
undergarments or arc rated underwear. Flame resistant bras and other undergarments are available. 
Avoid any wickable material, which can melt. These materials should not be worn as underwear in 
arc flash or flash fire exposures. Plain cotton, wool and silk are all good options for winter 
undergarments or arc rated t-shirts made from materials like Indura UltraSoft® Knits, Springfield's 
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FireWear®, ITI's EMC™, SSM's ProC FR™, DRIFIRE, FR Wickers wool or various Nomex® 
Knits are acceptable. 

Simplifying an arc flash PPE program by using daily wear with 8 cal/cm² protection and adding an 
arc flash rainsuit, or an additional coverall or a lightweight flash suit with a flash suit hood makes a 
well rounded program easier to live with and work in. Figure 11.6 shows bra used as PPE. 

 

 
 

Figure 11.6 
PPE undergarments (bra) 

11.6 Disadvantages of FR fabrics 
FR is not all the time FR resistant. FR acrylics, FR nylons and FR polyesters are not really FR for 
most practical purposes. These materials should have another name because "flame resistant" by 
definition gives the end user the wrong impression. They may be fine for a worker who has little or 
no flame exposure, but they are worse than useless in electric arc situations where supposive FR 
products can melt onto the workers bodies. FR products should be avoided unless they meet arc 
resistant ASTM standards. Other flame resistant standards are useless in electric arc.  

11.7 Summary 
In this chapter we have learned about fire resistance clothing. How it performs and the material 
used. We have also seen some standards for fire resistance clothing such as ASTM. Different types 
of FR clothing and their use are also discussed in detail. 
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